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 Abstract: In the article the state of preservation and results of static and strenght analysis of king post truss 

on example of roof over one of the church in Lower Silesia is described. Attention has been paid to occuring 

deformation despite numerous cavities and damges of important structural elements. Strains of roof truss were 

marked out and the range of damage roof structure necessary repair was presented. 
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The church is one-nave brick wall building with a polygonal presbytery. Erected in the late 

13th century, rebuilded in the 14th century and in the years 1617-1623. In 1559 the tower was 

added. The church was renovated in 1727 and in the 19th century.  

Load-bearing walls are covered by masonry and wooden vaults. The slooping roof is 

constructed of wooden king post trusses. Walls are founded on broad stone masonry strip 

footing. In the western part of the building, dominates square tower crowned with early 

Renaissance parapet walls and octagonal spire. Roof and covering repair was performed in the 

years 1617-1623.  

In the 80’s covering was replaced with steel metal cladding sheets and vaults filling was 

removed. Fragmentary repair of rotting members was also performed (only main truss beams 

over the nave).   

Roof truss structure. 

According to the nomenclature proposed in [2], above the church the king post truss is 

arranged, lenghtwise reduced (figure 1). There can be distinguished two types of truss: 

• full truss, consisting of two pairs of rafters, two or three colar beams, post suspended to 

rafters junction and struts; 

• incomplete truss, without king post and without some struts. 

Incomplete trusses are based on purlins (named: main purlins or girders, according to [2]). 

Purlins transmit vertical forces from incomplete trusses to full trusses. Main bottom beams act 

as tie-beams, resist outward “thrust” lateral forces derived from rafters. King posts are 



tensioned and they support tie-beams. Structural roof members in full trusses and in 

incomplete trusses are shown on figure 1. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Church roof truss types: a – full truss; b – incomplete truss; 1 – rafter; 2 – collar-beam; 

3 – strut; 4 – suspended column; 5 – tie beam strut; 6 – column; 7 – transom beam; 8 – main 

frame binder; 9 – tie beam; 10 – column; 11 – kick rafter; 12 – collar tie. Based on [3]. 

In particular, trusses are slightly different, they vary in stiffening elements arrangement. Some 

trusses include shorter king post reaching just only top collar-beam (not roof ridge).  

Example of internal forces on roof truss (bending moments and axial forces) shown on figure 

2; applied loads: the weight of covering and snow load. Diagrams showing forces in two 

cases: in truss with and without king post. The diagrams vary in shape and forces values. In 

truss with king post suspended to the ridge and struts suspended to rafters bending moments 

are minor, futhermore longitudinal force in tie-beam is greater. It’s a result of increased 

outward “thrust” forces induced by hunged king post. Finally, it is worth noting that only post 

and tie-beam are tensioned. All others members are compressed. 

 

Technical condition of roof structure.  

A structure of the roof do not exhibit visible deformations (only tie-beams demonstrate 

significant deflections). However, multiple damages reduce its serviceability value. Leading 

structure damages and irregularities can be divided into following groups: 

• lower parts damages in compressed and bent members (rafters and posts), as a result of 

biological corrosion (photo 1); 

• loss of dowels in doweled mortise connections; 

• numerous loss of posts and struts (photo 2); 

• biologically infested and deflected tie-beams and footing plates; 

• detached timber to timber connections (photo 3); 

• iron hardware items deficiency in rafter – tie-beam connections (photo 4); 

• isolated active pest infestation locations. 



 

 

 

Fig. 2. Internal forces on roof truss: a  - bending moments – truss witout king post; b – normal 

forces – truss without king post; c- bending moments – truss with king post, d – normal forces 

– truss with king post; signatures: “-“ – compresion, “+” - tension 

 

 

Photo 1. Damaged bottom rafter section infected with biological corrosion 



 

Photo 2. Absence of struts, suspended column and truss beam disconnection 

 

Photo 3. Loose strut-collar beam joint 

 

Photo 4. Iron brace absence between rafter and truss beam 



Despite the damage mentioned and missing numerous crucial members, roof structure is not 

visibly deformed. This state is due to heavy timber members usage and multiple degree of 

indeterminacy of structure that provides internal forces redistribution from weak to stiffer 

members. 

Roof static-strenght analysis.  

Roof computational model used in the analysis shown on figure 3. The results of static 

analysis show that: 

• all structural members fulfilled ultimate limit states conditions (sufficient load bearing 

capacity),  

• load-bearing capacity of existing members vary from 0,2 to 0,5 - computational internal 

stresses from 20% to 50% of the capacity, 

• all structural members fulfilled serviceability limit states conditions (members have 

sufficient stifness to ensure limit deflections).  

 

 
Fig. 3. Roof computational model 

 

Conclusions 

The acceptable technical condition of church roof permit to further building use. Considering 

observable truss beams deflections and numerous damages and losses roof structure requires 

reparation and strenghtening. After reparation of weakened and damaged items and 

connections restoration (proper hinged connections) all structural members sections will 

fullfilled ultimate limit states conditions. Otherwise, no repair work may induce rapid 

damages enlargement, overstep ultimate limit state conditions and occupancy-related hazard. 

Bearing capacity of members calculated results present possibility of preservation nearly all 

surface corroded members (corrosion depth less than 1,5 cm) - hewing beam’s surface is 

required.  

More seriously corroded members should be replaced with new ones (entirely or partially).  



Absence components shall be completed – roof structure has number of paucities, particularly 

in struts and posts. The lack of struts generates discontinuation of post-strut connections,  

thereby truss beams deflect excessively. Moreover, there are lack of braces in principal rafter-

beam connections. It is a serious drawback – these connections resist outward “thrust” forces. 

A number of doweled mortise connections are unbolded and have no dowels. After roof 

restoration and strenghtening sheet metal covering can be replaced with plain tiles.  

The following remedial actions are recommended: 

• hew corroded members (corrosion depth less than 1,5 cm) to virginal material; 

• replace broadly corroded members – after supporting neighboring roof’s part; 

• replace (partially) timber members with splints planted on either side and bolted through; 

cross sectional splints area should be greater than combined member’s area; 

• strenghten rafter-beam connections resisting outward “thrust” forces – steel plates, brackets 

and screws usage is recommended; 

• strenghten rafter-post tensioned connections; 

• restore missing beam-post connections using steel stirrups; 

• strehghten all detached timber to timber connections with splints planted on either side and 

bolted through using screws; strenghten all connections in visually good condition using 

screws; 

• insert missing structural members (posts and struts); 

• piece together partially cracked members using screws; 

• clean timber members from mold; eradicate pest infestation locations; 

• protect whole timber structure against fungi, insects, decay and fire with proper 

preservatives; 

• clean from rust and protect with anti-corrosive and anti-rust paints all original iron hardware 

items. 

After realization of mentioned steps, a new plain tile covering should be installing – on new 

battens. The roof structure appears serviceable but requires reconstruction of proper static 

schemes and adequate rod’s cross-section profiles [1].  
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